**Simple Medallion/Coaster** Adapted by Kendra Goodnow

### Definitions of Abbreviations
- **R** = Ring
- **Ch** = Chain
- **( - or p )** = picot
- **Rw** = reverse work
- **Cl** = Close
- **( + )** = join

### Materials
- Tatting Needle or Tatting Shuttle
- Lizbeth Thread any size (Size 3 - 5.5” across, Size 10 - 4” across, Size 20 - 2.75” across)

### Center Ring:
- **R:** 1-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-1 cl rw
- Tie/Hide/Cut

### Round One:
- **R:** 8 sp 2 +( to p of center R) 2 sp 8 cl rw
- **Ch:** 9-9 rw
- *R:** 8 +( to sp of prev. R ) 2 +( to next p of center R) 2 sp 8 cl rw
- **Ch:** 9-9 rw*
  - Repeat from * to * 5 more times.
- **R:** 8 +( to sp of prev. R) 2 +( to last p of center R)
  - 2 +( to sp of first R made) 8 cl rw
- **Ch:** 9-9 Join to where the first R and Ch meet.
- Tie/Hide/Cut

### Round Two:
- **R:** 10 +( to p on Ch of Round One) 2 sp 8 cl rw
- **Ch:** 3 sp 8-8 sp 1 rw
- *R:** 8 +( to sp of prev. R) 2 +( to same p on Ch of
  - Round One) 2 sp 8 cl rw
- **Ch:** 1 +( to sp of prev. Ch) 8 – 8 sp 3 rw
- **R:** 8 +( to sp of prev. R) 2 +( to same p of Ch on Round
  - One) 10 cl Do Not Reverse
- **R:** 10 +( to next p of Ch on Round One) 2 sp 8 cl rw
- **Ch:** 3 +( to sp of corresponding Ch) 8 – 8 sp 1 rw *
  - Repeat from * to * 6 more times.
- **R:** 8 +( to sp of prev. R) 2 +( to same p of Ch on
  - Round One) 2 sp 8 cl rw
- **Ch:** 1 +( to sp of prev. Ch) 8 – 8 +(to sp of first Ch made)
  - 3 rw
- **R:** 8 +( to sp on prev. R) 2 +( to p on Ch Round One) 10 cl
- Tie/Hide/Cut
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